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Sat is a satisfies relation specified by a precise rules to determin is a satisfies relation specified by a precise rules to determine which entities e which entities satisfy which specification satisfy which specification ♦ ♦ FM = SL + well FM = SL + well--defined inference rules defined inference rules The research on the integration of structured review and FMs leads to a method that fully supports the SW life cycle; leads to a method that fully supports the SW life cycle; admitting the use of FMs at spec and design phases, supporting admitting the use of FMs at spec and design phases, supporting refinement to executable codes, and proof of properties refinement to executable codes, and proof of properties 
Conclusion Conclusion
The pressure to produce high The pressure to produce high--quality SW is increasing quality SW is increasing Formal specification techniques are most applicable in the devel Formal specification techniques are most applicable in the development opment of critical systems, protocol standards, and HW design proved us of critical systems, protocol standards, and HW design proved useful eful
Formal specification forces an analysis of the system requiremen Formal specification forces an analysis of the system requirements at an ts at an early stage. Correcting errors at this stage is cheaper than mod early stage. Correcting errors at this stage is cheaper than modifying a ifying a delivered system delivered system
The problem at hand is how the technology transfer process from The problem at hand is how the technology transfer process from FMs FMs research to practical SW development can be facilitated by reduc research to practical SW development can be facilitated by reducing the ing the impediments: impediments: 
